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Introduction
Determining real shelf life of a long-life product can be very time consuming and might take
up to one year to obtain reliable results. Accelerated shelf life tests (ASLT) have the
potential to considerably reduce this time-span while still providing acceptable, predictive
results. For creating a significant ALST the choice of the impacting factors is crucial.
Temperature is a commonly used factor to accelerate natural aging. Pressure, humidity
and adjusted testing atmosphere composition are as well external factors that influence
chemical processes in the product along storage time. Previous studies showed a
significant decrease of aging time by combination of various stress factors and further
studies are in progress.
Aim
Prediction of product stability and shelf-life by accelerating physical and chemical reactions
with a temperature, pressure and gas atmosphere controlled experimental unit.
Methods
Dairy products were treated with various setups of temperature, pressure and gas
atmosphere (air, oxygen and nitrogen) in a modified laboratory reactor. All treated samples
were compared with standard stored samples by sensory, chemical and physical analysis.
Results
Best aligned sensorial correlation between fresh and aged samples was in a first milestone
achieved for whole milk powder. Further studies with various product matrices and stress
parameters are in further progress and confirmed that the product matrix and natural
processes entailing its aging are determinants for choosing the appropriate stress variables.
Conclusion
Dairy products differ in their structure and therefore in their aging processes. The applied
temperature-pressure and gas atmosphere reactor enabled the accelerating of product
reactions. A further roll-out of this system is highly envisaged and first predictive steps are
in detailed consideration.

